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Introduction:
We wish all our clients and readers a very Happy New Year. 2020 was a remarkable year, by any stretch
of the imagination, and one I am sure we would all like to put behind us. Looking forward to the next 12
months, we are, by our very nature, optimistic. Widespread vaccination programmes are expected to be
in place worldwide by June. Unemployment should drift downwards as many, though not all, workers are
called back to work and interest rates are forecast to remain low. Ironically, it is China that will continue
to lead global growth. There are risks - global growth could disappoint, and valuations are high, almost
predicting perfection. But with a calmer political environment, both in the US following Biden’s victory and
the UK following their free trade deal with the EU, we see stock markets returning close to their long-term
averages of 8-10% for the year.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top.Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view.
Our allocation to the stock market returns to equalweight. With all that said, whilst it’s great to
be a bull, those with a contrarian streak are becoming increasingly nervous. For those with fresh funds,
we advocate waiting a pullback, at least in the short term, where we see the following clouds on the
investment horizon:
i-It appears that no one wants to miss this express train with inflows into equity ETFs exceptionally high.
Such elevated levels have in the past led to a market pullback.
ii-Technical research provider Investors Intelligence is showing 64% bulls and only 17% bears in its poll of
newsletter writers. The spread of 47 percentage points and the bull/bear ratio of 3.8 is extremely high.
Indeed, this is one of the highest readings for bullish sentiment since the beginning of the data in 1987.
iii-The NAAIM Exposure Index, which measures active investment managers exposure to US equity
markets, hit 107% a few weeks ago, one of the highest readings since the survey began in 2006.
iv-The five-day Chicago Board Options Exchange equity-only put/call ratio recently fell to another record
low of 0.38, its lowest level since 2003.
v-Small-trader call buying (those buying 10 or fewer contracts) as a percentage of total US options volume
recently hit 21.6%, a record high according to sentimentrader.com.
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Market Outlook (cont):
vi-The S&P 500 is 17% above its 200-day average. Any reversion to the mean will lead to a sharp fall.
In summary, when equities are such an overcrowded trade, it can pay to step back and sit on the sidelines
until another buying opportunity appears.

Recommended Investment:
In a certain-to-be-unpredictable investing environment, we present 5 key themes that we believe will be
important over the next 12 months.
Theme 1: Dividend Growth
At this stage of the economic and market cycles, investors should pay close attention to dividend growth.
We believe that consistent - and accelerated - dividend growth at a company gives three important signals
to investors in the shares: 1) the company’s balance sheet is strong enough to pay a dividend; 2) management
is mindful of shareholder returns, which include dividends; and 3) a significant dividend increase can be a
message from management to the market that the near-term outlook for the company is promising.
The SPDR UK Dividend Aristocrats ETF (UKDV.L,TER=0.30%) tracks the UK shares that not only produce
the best yields, but also those with the best track record that have consistently raised their dividends over
the past decade.
Theme 2: Socially Responsible Investing
Every year this theme just gets bigger. According to management consultancy firm Opimas, global assets
under management in this sector had grown to $40.5 trillion in 2020, doubling in four years and tripling in
eight years. These days, instead of merely identifying industries to avoid (arms, tobacco, oil & gas etc), the
discipline promotes “sustainable” business practices across all industries that can have an “impact” on global
issues such as the climate, hunger, poverty, disease, shelter and workers’ rights.With capital pouring in, such
companies are clearly swimming with the tide.
The iShares MSCI World SRI ETF (SGWS.L, TER=0.23%) provides GBP-hedged access to companies with
outstanding environmental, social and governance ratings in addition to screening out those operating in
controversial industries.
Theme 3:Value stocks
Growth stocks outperformed value yet again in 2020. Indeed, in eight of the past ten years, growth stocks
have topped value stocks. But that hasn’t always been the case. In the previous decade, including the Great
Recession, value stocks were better performers than growth stocks, advancing 8% versus a decline of 15%.
With markets at such elevated levels, perhaps now is a good time to look once again at value.
The iShares Edge MSCI World Value Factor ETF (IWFV.L,TER=0.30%) provides exposure to global equities
which are undervalued relative to their fundamentals.
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Recommended Investment (cont):
Theme 4: Minimum Volatility
The onset of the coronavirus in 2020 turned the longest bull market in history into a bear market, practically
overnight.Volatility, which was low in early 2020 after a robust year for equities in 2019, spiked higher and
has remained elevated. Is it time to cash in the chips? Investors exit the stock market at their own peril,
as long-term returns from equities consistently have outpaced long-term returns from other asset classes
such as fixed income and cash. So, what’s a potential equity strategy for investors amid all the uncertainty?
We believe that ‘Min Vol’ is an all-weather strategy that is timely in any investing climate.Academic literature
and, more to the point historic returns, indicate that ‘Min Vol’ can deliver market-matching returns on an
absolute basis and superior returns on a risk-adjusted basis over various time periods.
The iShares Edge MSCI World Minimum Volatility ETF (MINV.L, TER=0.30%) provides exposure to global
companies that exhibit lower volatility characteristics that the wider market.
Theme 5: Innovation
This is likely to be an investment theme for a very long time, at least as long as US companies continue to
address increasingly complex demands - not only from their domestic consumers, but from global markets
as well.
The Ark Innovation ETF (ARKK, TER=0.75%) is an actively-managed US-listed ETF that provides exposure
to companies that develop new products or services in DNA Technology, Industrial Innovation, Next
Generation Internet and Fintech.
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Tweet of the Month:
“With US stock market valuations high and some leading indicators pointing to equities falling (such as the ratio of
the global money stock to prices), it’s tempting to hold gilts as insurance against equity losses. This is sensible, but
not foolproof ”
It’s sensible because gilts are a useful way of spreading equity risk. They do so partly by being less volatile
than shares and partly by being the only asset class that is negatively correlated with them: the correlation
between gilts and the All-Share index has been -0.30, implying that gilts have a high chance of doing well if
shares do badly. What’s more, some of the reasons why shares might fall are very likely to be reasons for
gilts to do well - such as worries about global economic growth or increased risk aversion.
But it’s not foolproof. After all, it is possible that equities and gilts might both fall at the same time. We
could get a significant rise in interest rate expectations without offsetting good news about economic
growth. This would make cash more attractive, thereby prompting selling of equities and gilts.
The chances of shares and gilts both falling significantly though are small. But they can’t be ruled out. And
the small chance of a nasty event is something we should consider.
There are two ways of protecting ourselves.
One possibility is to hold gold, which has a low correlation with the equity market. This suggests some diversification potential. But it’s not perfect. In times of extreme market duress, correlations have a tendency
of moving towards one and all asset classes fall. Investors sell their good investments to cover margin calls
on their bad investments.
Another possibility - dull as it is - is to just hold cash.Yes, it pays a zero-real return in today’s low-interest
environment. But there are much worse possibilities than zero returns, and equities, gilts and gold expose
us to the risk of these.
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Quote of the Month:
“I’d like to live as a poor man with lots of money” - Pablo Picasso
Worrying about money is the less glamorous side of “living as a poor man”, which is why Picasso wanted to
mitigate those pressures by also being a man “with lots of money”. This was so that he could instead focus
on doing what he enjoyed - spending time with those he loved rather than spending his time amassing a
fortune and having to continually work harder and harder to maintain a lifestyle of pomp and circumstance.
That is a good lesson for us all.

Economics:
Goldman Sachs now expects the UK economy to enter another recession in the first quarter of 2021, after
a new lockdown to stop the spread of a new variant of COVID-19 curbs activity. This will be the first time
the UK economy will have experienced a double dip, with a potential 1.5% contraction in GDP, since the
mid-1970s. With the economy shrinking again, the Bank of England will likely pick up the pace of its assetpurchase programme to keep borrowing rates low and shore up the financial system. Goldman believes it
is unlikely to resort to negative interest rates unless the post-lockdown recovery is weaker than forecast.
2021 is starting on the wrong foot for the eurozone, with the economy still struggling. But investment
bank ING believes that even though the vaccination process will be drawn-out, from the second quarter
onwards the excess savings households built up in 2020 will be unleashed, thereby boosting consumption.
And that especially goes if the tourism and entertainment sectors are gradually reopened in the spring.
They believe the second half of the year will also get a boost from the European Recovery Fund with public
investment shifting into higher gear. Exports should benefit from a synchronised worldwide recovery,
though the strong euro is likely to temper this tailwind, leading ING to downgrade their GDP growth
forecast to 3.0% this year, followed by 3.5% in 2022, given the weak start to the year.That means that it will
take until the summer of 2023 for the eurozone to regain its pre-crisis activity level.
The US economy shed 140,000 jobs in December, leaving the unemployment rate at a stubbornly high
6.7% and exacerbating fears that the new coronavirus surge is stalling America’s recovery. It is the first
monthly loss of jobs in the US since the early stage of the pandemic in April.The latest surge in coronavirus
cases has led to new restrictions in several states with fatalities at a record high. But the US jobs market is
expected to receive some relief after Congress agreed a $900bn stimulus package that could help protect
the recovery in the first quarter. In addition, the prospect of Democratic party control of the US Senate
after it captured two pivotal seats in the upper chamber of Congress has sharply increased the odds of
additional stimulus.
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain
The January Barometer
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive,
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. Judging by the first 5 days, 2019 is likely to be a
positive year for the stock markets.
January
January is the 7th in the ranking of monthly performance, rising 54% of all the years in January, with an
average return of 0.4%. In an average January shares usually start trading strongly in the first few days most
likely a momentum effect from the surge in prices traditionally seen in the last two weeks of the year.
However, that ebullience soon wears off and prices then slide for the rest of the month until recovering
somewhat in the last few days.
First Quarter
The FTSE 100 has risen 20 of the 37 years between 1984 and 2020 posting an average gain of 2.0%.
November - April
Delaying re-entering the market from St. Ledgers Day to Halloween has yielded statistically significant
outperformance with the FTSE All-Share rising an average 13.4% from Halloween to May Day since 1965.
There is a 1-in-2,000 chance of this arising by chance in random data. One explanation for this is that as
the nights draw in during winter, we become anxious and depressed, which means share prices fall and
expected returns rise. This then leads to a decent winter rise.
First-Year US Presidential Cycle
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses,
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next
term. Since 1948, the UK market has risen 14 times out of 17 (82%) in US election years, with a rather
extraordinary average annual return in those years of 33%. Generally, the UK market tends to rise in the
few weeks leading up to the election.
Chinese New Year - Year of the Rat
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12-year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat,
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The
best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been
the rooster and snake. The Year of the Rat ranks as the third worst period for stock market returns with an
average gain of 3.3%. Chinese feng shui masters predict the stock market will be soft this year as the elements of
earth and water, which are strong in the Year of the Rat, weaken the fire element that influences shares.
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Investment Calendar:
13th January 		
15th January 		
18th January 		
21st January 		
26th January		
28th January 		

New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
Options Expiry Day
Martin Luther King, Jr’s Birthday - US market closed
ECB Meeting
FOMC Meeting until 28th
Full Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)

Technical Analysis:
Last month, we saw a potential breakout to the upside as the market closed the year with its traditional
end-of-year rally. In the event, the FTSE 100 rose 342 points, or 5%. This has heightened investor concerns
about overvaluation even further. The RSI is back to 68%, a level that signals that the stock market is in
overbought territory. Whilst the market is in a strong trend, it is looking decidedly overstretched. We see a
pullback to the short-term 20-day moving average lying at 6,570 and potentially to the medium-term 50-day
moving average of 6,350 thereafter.
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading
improves” – John Murphy

Chart Legend:
20 day moving average (signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
50 day moving average (signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
200 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below
30). Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).
ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance.
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).
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